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The last decade was the worst on record for global disasters‚ 
exceeding $3 trillion in costs. And the number of billion-dollar 
emergencies is rising. In the U.S. alone‚ four out of five of the 
most costly billion-dollar disasters occurred from 2010 to  
2019 — Hurricanes Harvey‚ Irma‚ Maria and Sandy.1 

When Hurricane Harvey made landfall on Aug. 25‚ 2017‚  
U.S. businesses donated more than $157 million to relief efforts 
in the first 10 days following the devastating storm. Because 
companies have the resources and employees‚ as well as  
established relationships with consumers‚ they’re uniquely  
positioned to rally support during a crisis to make a timely‚ 
large-scale impact. And as natural disasters across the globe 
become more frequent and severe‚ companies are looking  
for even more ways to make a difference.2

When large-scale traumatic incidents happen‚ corporate social 
responsibility (CSR) leaders often quickly find themselves fielding 
questions from employees and senior leadership: “How are we 
responding? What organizations are we supporting? And how 
soon can we start helping?” 

Key TrendsCatastrophe 
strikes. Are you 
ready to respond?

The good news is that everyone’s eager to make a difference. 
The question is‚ will your company be ready to respond when  
it’s needed most? (Teaser: your answer can be a resounding “yes”!)  
The key to being prepared is having a proactive disaster and 
crisis response strategy in place so your company will be poised 
to act when time is of the essence. 

When the COVID-19 crisis hit

Benevity’s client community gave over

in donations and grants in under

$640 M
8 weeks

https://www.aon.com/global-weather-catastrophe-natural-disasters-costs-climate-change-2019-annual-report/index.html
https://www.economist.com/graphic-detail/2017/08/29/weather-related-disasters-are-increasing
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We’ve all been there: we’re scrolling through our news feeds  
when we see the shocking images of a disaster or crisis‚ and we 
feel the pull to do something to help … and fast. Your employees 
and customers no doubt feel this way‚ too‚ so you’ll need to have 
the groundwork in place so you (and they!) can spring into action 
with opportunities to give when they’re compelled to respond. 

While events like earthquakes and volcanic eruptions can strike 
unexpectedly‚ many kinds of disasters — tropical storms‚ tornados‚ 
wildfires‚ floods — roughly follow similar seasonal patterns in 
different regions‚ which means they can be planned for to an 
extent. (See “Disaster Seasonality Around the World” illustration.)

And for the disasters and social crises that aren’t seasonal or 
predictable‚ there are a number of building blocks you can put  
in place as part of your overall preparation strategy. To develop  
an effective plan that ensures you’re ready to respond in the face 
of a catastrophic event‚ consider the following questions.

Can you actually 
plan for disasters 
and crises? 

Disaster Seasonality Around the World

Atlantic hurricane season

Pacific typhoon season

Tornado season (U.S.)

European windstorm season  
(U.K. & Western Europe)

Monsoon season (Parts of Southeast Asia)

Wildfire season (U.S. & Canada)
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to answer when creating a disaster and crisis response plan

5 questions 
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Pro Tip

Focusing your program’s emergency relief efforts where your 
company and people can make the most meaningful impact 
begins by identifying the locations where you will respond. For 
instance‚ companies who have offices‚ warehouses or distribution 
centers spread across a variety of locations can choose to focus 
their disaster and crisis relief efforts in the areas where their 
employees‚ customers‚ strategic partners‚ suppliers or vendors 
are located. This makes your company’s relief efforts “local‚” even  
if the event happens across the world from your headquarters.

When catastrophic floods struck Mumbai‚ employees at 
Accenture Canada were eager to help their colleagues in India.  
The company quickly created a campaign to support flood victims 
and even promoted it with images an employee captured through 
the window of their Mumbai office. Not only were they able to 
build comradery among their global offices‚ they reacted quickly 
to a disaster that directly impacted the lives of their own people.

“Whether it is a call to action for blood drives‚ disaster relief‚ or 
volunteering in the community‚ so many of our Accenture people 
do an extraordinary job at not only meeting the immediate needs 
of a community‚ but also committing to long-term support. 

Benevity provides a reliable‚ quick and intuitive platform to provide 
to them for this exact purpose‚” said Deborah Swartz‚ Accenture 
Canada Corporate Citizenship Lead.

When providing grants or empowering employees or customers 
to give to relief efforts in locations that matter to them‚ ensuring 
your program can support nonprofits across borders (in addition 
to local organizations) is key. 

No matter where your program provides support in times of 
emergency‚ it’s important to know that relief funds will go to  
reputable nonprofits who are heading up the efforts in those 
locations — making nonprofit vetting a crucial step. Whether your 
program’s focus is immediate relief‚ such as temporary shelter and 
medical assistance‚ or long-term support‚ such as crisis counseling‚ 
community rebuilding or other future-focused recovery efforts‚ 
you want to be able to give with confidence knowing that the funds 
will make a tangible difference where they are needed most. 

In times of crisis‚ global and local organizations start mobilizing their resources to provide help where it’s needed most. 
With the industry’s most complete international giving solution‚ Benevity can help you support both global and local  

nonprofits who are working on the ground (e.g., local chapters of the Red Cross or Doctors Without Borders).  
Whether it’s a corporate grant‚ employee giving or customer donations‚ everyone can respond in a truly global fashion  
while meeting local needs. Plus‚ Benevity handles the legwork of carefully vetting recipient nonprofits across the globe‚  

so you can confidently give to disaster relief efforts anywhere. 

Question #1 

Where will we
focus our efforts?

An Accenture India employee captures eyewitness images  
of flooding outside their Mumbai office in 2017
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Help People Fleeing Ukraine Seek 
Shelter and Safety

India Vaccine Equity

Residents of eastern Australian communities are facing their second "once-
in-a-century" flood in just over a decade. Tens of thousands of residents 
have been evacuated, with hundreds of thousands more on evacuation 
alert, and the floods have already claimed the lives of 19 people. Unrelenting 
rainfall since November didn't prepare the ground for the "rain bomb" that 
fell February 27 over Brisbane. In Woodburn, bridges were submerged, 
trapping cars and leading to the rescue of 50 people. Floodwaters ran into 
neighbouring communities and then moved south, flooding parts of Ipswich, 
Lismore and Grafton. In Sydney, flash flooding and damaging winds have 
500,000 people either evacuating or on evacuation warnings. 

As stories emerge of neighbours helping the vulnerable, elderly, and pets to 
safety, you can also get involved by donating to this giving opportunity to help 
the Australian Red Cross get those in need emergency safety, shelter, and 
supplies, as well as ongoing support, as the long-term impacts of this flood 
might not yet be fully felt. 

Engage your communities and the public in relief efforts by sharing this 
through a branded Community Impact Portal page.

Support Flood Relief in Australia 
Help the residents of Queensland  

and New South Wales with rescue and recovery.

Donate Now

When a tragic event happens‚ your employees will be on the  
lookout for ways to give quickly‚ so there’s a small window in which 
to let them know how they can help. A common challenge for most 
CSR leaders during times of emergency is the ability to quickly 
create communications and content‚ so it’s important to have a 
plan for how you’ll communicate relief appeals to your people. 

Disaster- and crisis-related giving opportunities have proven to  
be a major driver of donations because they tap into people’s 
innate desire to help. During the COVID-19 pandemic‚ Benevity’s 
client community gave over $640 million in donations and 
grants in under eight weeks.

For you to respond quickly‚ it’s helpful if both you and your 
employees have the ability to create giving opportunities that 
can be set up as easy-to-publish campaigns and appeals that 
provide people with a simple‚ one-click method to respond and 
make a difference. Empowering employees to publish their own 
opportunities lets you tap into “the power of the crowd” and 
is one of the fastest ways to create content that is often more 
personal‚ localized and quickly crafted than a corporate appeal. 
With this feature‚ companies can get disaster and crisis relief 
campaigns running within minutes. Plus‚ you’ll find that your 
people may lead appeals for catastrophic events that might  
not otherwise receive broader attention‚ but still matter to  
a segment of your population.

A prominent Fortune 1000 human capital management software 
company is a great example of the power of user-generated 
content in the context of disaster relief. The company raised 
$115‚000 for Hurricane Harvey after an employee published  
a giving opportunity that was matched by the company. The 
company published this campaign within 10 minutes of the 
employee initiating the request and ended up raising 10x  
the employee’s original fundraising goal.

By quickly communicating opportunities for people to  
help — with clear appeals in support of vetted nonprofits  
who are working on the ground — your company can use its 
reach‚ scale and resources to coordinate the response of your 
employees to multiply their impact when it’s needed most. 

To help you communicate compelling  
disaster and crisis relief appeals in record time‚ 

Benevity provides comprehensive campaign kits  
(at no extra cost!). They’re full of ready-to-publish 

content and include everything you need to promote 
an emergency relief appeal‚ including breaking news 
content‚ evocative images and a carefully curated list  

of nonprofits responding to the situation. 

Question #2 

How will we  
communicate  
relief appeals to 
our employees?

Benevity has  
you covered!
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When you respond with a holistic approach‚ through community 
investment‚ employee engagement and customer engagement‚ 
that’s a whole lot of collective impact. It allows you to make the 
most of the generosity and passions of your employees‚  
consumers and other stakeholders‚ and you’ll likely earn  
more of their trust and loyalty in the process.

With a branded public-facing giving site‚ like Benevity’s  
Community Impact Portal (CI Portal)‚ you can engage your 
customers‚ suppliers‚ vendors‚ partners and communities  
to contribute to the relief appeal with optional matching. 

When Hurricane Harvey hit Texas and Florida‚ QVC used their 
television shopping channel to promote a matching offer to the 
American Red Cross through Benevity’s CI Portal‚ inviting their 
customers to take advantage of the company’s match to support 
the disaster relief efforts. As a result‚ they reached their $300‚000 
match cap in 48 hours and hit almost $500‚000 in relief funds for 
the duration of their campaign! Even after their match ran out‚ 
customers continued to give through their portal. 

Allowing all of your stakeholders to participate in your relief 
efforts is a strategic (and powerful!) way to multiply your 
program’s emergency response beyond your workplace while 
demonstrating your company’s commitment to purpose.

When Hurricane Harvey hit Texas‚ QVC‚ a leader in  
the shop-at-home industry with exposure to a large 
consumer base‚ knew they wanted to rally as many 

people as possible to help. So‚ QVC turned to Benevity’s 
CI Portal to mobilize support. In just 48 hours‚ the  

company raised $300‚000 with the help of QVC  
employees‚ customers and company matching.

Question #3

How do we help 
our customers and 
extended network 
get involved? 

Did You Know?
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You want your program to facilitate a meaningful response to 
needs as they arise‚ but if you’re one of the many CSR leaders 
who are addressing crisis giving on the fly‚ you may not have  
the budget flexibility to make as much impact as you’d like. With 
a little bit of planning‚ it doesn’t have to be as hard as you think! 
By setting aside budget for increased matching to emergency 
relief efforts‚ you can easily activate special matching rates 
to specific giving opportunities or strategically important 
causes‚ or consider raising individual match caps on employee 
donations to relief efforts. 

With U.S. hurricane season overlapping with many companies’ 
annual fall giving campaigns‚ a lot of companies feel torn  
between giving toward hurricane relief efforts or sticking to 
their annual campaign budget. But by incorporating emergency 
relief into your program’s overall giving budget‚ you won’t have 
to choose — and you can quickly activate appeals and matching 
that will inspire your employees and customers to give. For  
instance‚ by planning disaster and crisis relief efforts as part 
of their overall program budget‚ a Fortune 100 healthcare 
company responded to Hurricane Harvey with a 2:1 match to 
all donations made to the American Red Cross‚ which boosted 
donations and multiplied their relief efforts. 

You can even leverage your corporate grants budget to boost 
employee or public donations‚ since companies often donate 
large sums of money to help devastated communities rebuild. 
With an integrated technology solution‚ you can easily redeploy 
part of your corporate grants budget to offer special matching 
opportunities for giving initiatives. For example‚ by allocating 
$50‚000 from a grants budget toward a matching campaign‚ 
companies who already match donations at 100% can increase 
their matching rate and turn that money into $150‚000. This is  
a great way to engage more people and generate greater impact.

Because of the support we’re  

receiving through Spark‚  

we were able to set up two giving 

opportunities for relief efforts.  

We’ve never been able to respond  

that quickly to a disaster relief  

effort and are grateful for  

your partnership and support.

— Motorola Solutions

Question #4

How can we  
leverage our  
budget for the 
most impact?
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In the midst of an emergency‚ the last thing nonprofits need  
is additional administrative burden‚ like a sudden deluge of  
paper checks to process. So‚ when your company responds  
to disasters and crises by sending funds to organizations‚ you’ll 
want to ensure they’re receiving donations as accurately and 
efficiently as possible. The best way to do that is by choosing  
a technology partner who streamlines the process for recipient 
nonprofits — it means less administrative burden for the 
nonprofit side and the business side of giving.

If you’re running an employee giving initiative‚ organizing a public 
fundraising appeal and perhaps also initiating grants to global or 
local organizations‚ bundling all of these donations into a single 
electronic payment will enable your recipient nonprofits to focus 
their efforts on responding to emergency needs instead of being 
slowed down by manual administrative tasks. It’s a key way 

businesses can help nonprofits amplify their impact  
in the wake of a crisis! 

Following an intense month of tropical storms‚ a well-known 
relief organization was a major recipient of corporate and  
employee donations. From Benevity’s client community alone‚ 
they received $9 million in funds — comprising 90‚000  
individual transactions — all combined into a simple‚ single  
electronic payment. Imagine how much time was saved by  
not having to deal with thousands of separate checks.

And‚ when corporate programs focus on making it easy  
for nonprofits to receive funds‚ it not only cuts back on  
administrative work for the organization‚ it also helps them 
channel their limited time‚ staff and resources toward making 
tangible impact for the communities they serve.

Question #5

How can we be the 
most helpful to 
nonprofits when it 
matters most?

... benefiting 60‚000 children and adolescents affected by devastating earthquakes

Nonprofit Impact
Corporate Disaster and Crisis 
Response Plans in Action

With the support of thousands of individual and 
corporate donors in Mexico and around the world‚ 
one international relief organization was able to: 

514
Install

temporary learning 
experiences

810
Deliver

school-in-a-box kits

6‚000
Train almost

directors and teachers  
on psychosocial tools

3‚500
Deliver more than

hygiene kits
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Request a Demo

Your proactive program:  
places + planning + platform
Imagine: catastrophe strikes‚ and rather than feeling that familiar panic rise 
when the questions start coming at you about how your company is responding‚  
you’re feeling confident and empowered to take immediate action ... 

That’s because you now have a comprehensive plan in place‚ along with the  
right technology‚ to support you in your efforts — quickly and easily. With your  
newfound strategy‚ you’ll help bring tangible‚ life-changing support to those who 
need it in times of emergency. 

When your company can use its reach‚ scale and resources to coordinate the  
response of your employees‚ customers and communities for greater impact‚ 
you’re building a purpose-driven brand that creates positive impact in the lives  
of people all over the planet when they need it most.

Ready to learn more about how Benevity’s holistic disaster and crisis relief 
solution can maximize your company’s impact? 

Benevity, a certified B Corporation, is a leader in global corporate purpose software, 
providing the only integrated suite of community investment and employee, customer 

and nonprofit engagement solutions. Recognized as one of Fortune’s Impact 20,  
Benevity offers cloud solutions that power purpose for many iconic brands in ways that 

better attract, retain and engage today’s diverse workforce, embed social action into  
their customer experiences and positively impact their communities. With software that 
is available in 22 languages, Benevity has processed more than $8 billion in donations  
and 43 million hours of volunteering time to support 326,000 nonprofits worldwide.  
The company’s solutions have also facilitated 530,000 positive actions and awarded  

1.2 million grants worth $12 billion. For more information, visit benevity.com.

https://www.benevity.com/see-a-demo
http://benevity.com
http://benevity.com

